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After my visit to the Moma museum, one of my 
favorite products had to be the Handsome Purse. I 
found the purse to be quite adorable and unique. The 
Handsome Cat design was produced exclusively by 
David Shrigley from the third Drawer Down tudio.

The designer David Shrigley is well-known for his 
monster children, aliens and bad parents work and  the 
vibrant Cat Purse. This colorful, embroidered purse 
features not only a fluffy tail, but it has a lot of space for 
essentials such as lipstick, car keys, money, makeup, and 
it even has enough room to fit an iPhone 7 inside which 
most products are unable to. The purse also has a zip 
closure with removable leather straps. The handsome 
David Shrigley purse can be used as a wallet, coin, purse, 
or clutch. The product looks as if it was made from a 
soft lambskin leather and after research, I found that the 
Handsome purse was made up of premium Pu leather 
embroidery and applique panels bringing this creative 
product to life. Perfect gift for any Cat lovers, kids, 
teenagers and even adults. 

The typefaces used is Comic Sans in small caps, 
which is one of Shrigley prominent typeface to 
uses. Comic Sans has become one of the most 
used fonts on the planet, showing up everywhere 
from 
blog posts to tombstones. 

Comis cans was a fun idea the works well with 
the product. The back of the packing also consists 
of various white shaped ovals. I noticed that 
the purse was sealed in a transparent plastic 
packaging so, you can see the vibrant pink and 
green colors of the cat eyes. The packaging is neat, 
clean and simple. It allows the product to speak 
for itself. Printing on plastic is a brilliant material 
to utilize for print projects. It’s durable and gives 
print pieces a modern, sophisticated look. In 
addition, after research, I learned that printing on 
plastic can be placed almost anywhere because 
they work well in environments with limited 
lighting and high humidity.


